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Abstract

The relationship between the brain and cognition remains unclear, despite several decades of
functional neuroimaging research. One limitation is that the cognitive processes we attempt to match
to brain activity are taken from psychological constructs derived in a somewhat ad hoc manner. This
project took a different approach, taking advantage of developments with artificial neural networks
(ANNs) to learn shared mechanisms. The purpose was to evaluate the execution mechanisms between
multiple cognitive tasks without relying on predefined cognitive domains. Therefore, a Recurrent
Neural Network was developed to perform six cognitive tasks with an accuracy of 93%, that tapped on
the processes of reaction, inhibition and working memory. With regard to the obtained model, it was
tested if the mechanism provides a good explanation for the activation patterns in the brain regions
previously associated to the cognitive processes. Although comparisons between the models activations
and real brain data bared little similarities, the models mechanisms expressed an effective system of
interpreting each task. It was clear, by analysis of the models interpretation of the input dataset, that
the concept of task and moment of reaction were important factors for the correct solution. From
the study of node variation along trials, one stood out (unit 28) by displaying a behaviour similar
to inhibition control in biological systems. This work intended to provide novel insights into both
brain and cognition, suggesting a potential parallelism between the artificial model and the biological
processes. This perspective can contribute to a clearer interpretation of the cognitive processes.
Keywords: Cognitive Pathways, Ontologies, Machine Learning, Cognitive Processes

1. Introduction
For millennia scholars have wondered what makes
humans be able to apply logic, speak, think and
think about thinking, traits that seem absent or
greatly reduced in other animals. These questions
are at the core of humanitys insatiable curiosity
and their complexity has led to different answers
throughout the ages. The dissemination of the sci-
entific methods and the evolution of technology has
allowed different fields such as psychology and neu-
roscience to study some of the mysteries of the brain
but with limited success on the overall mechanisms
that result in intelligence. Cognitive neuroscience,
a research field at the intersection of the two, con-
cerns the study of the neural processes and mecha-
nisms that give rise to thought and understanding.
During everyday life, humans perform complex be-
haviours, such as memorising names or planning the
dinner for the family. This behaviour generally de-
pends on multiple overlapping faculties and usually
allows for several solution strategies. As an exam-
ple, the simple task of crossing the street requires
motor dexterity from the legs, requires attention

mechanisms to observe when the pedestrian light
turns green and ultimately requires memory skills
on interpretation that the green light means it is
safe to move. To overcome this challenge in the
study of human cognition, over the last 150 years,
psychology has developed cognitive tasks aimed at
isolating a given cognitive ability (e.g., sustained
attention, working memory, response inhibition).
With these efforts a broad cognitive ontology was
developed and is still used in cognitive neuroscience
to date. It is a formal representation of the types
of entities in the cognitive domain and the relation-
ship between each other. However, this cognitive
ontology has been arrived at in a relatively ad hoc
way and does not take into consideration the func-
tional organization of the human brain. This hin-
ders the process of understanding the neural mech-
anisms and prevents a full mapping between func-
tional and anatomical structures [13, 3].
With the recent surge in applications of artificial
neural networks to solve cognitive tasks, there is an
increasing amount of literature that highlights sim-
ilarities in biological and artificial structures. Ma-
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chine Learning might prove to be the conductive
thread between current ontologies (i.e. based on
cognitive paradigms) and a more structural (i.e. fo-
cus on networks activations) approach to cognitive
ontologies by effectively mapping one to the other
[12]. Contrarily to brain systems, artificial neural
networks allow full access to its inner calculations.
Even though the interpretation of how each com-
ponent contributes to the general outcome remains
challenging, the understanding of its mechanisms
might provide an alternative way to formulate a
cognitive ontology and shed light on the relation-
ship between cognitive paradigms and the struc-
tures that originate function. Based on recent de-
velopments from deep learning (e.g., Googles Deep-
Mind [14, 7]), this work has attempted to use artifi-
cial neural network approaches to learn the complex
relationships in cognitive tasks. Such artificial neu-
ral networks have previously been shown to be able
to simultaneously capture multiple cognitive tasks
in a single model [2]. These prior studies indicate
that the proposed work was plausible and forms the
starting point for the translation into more complex
cognitive tasks thought to be related to frontopari-
etal networks.
This project set out to build and train a neural net-
work to solve six classical cognitive tasks in order to
better understand the mechanisms intrinsically cre-
ated by the algorithm for addressing each cognitive
process. This allowed modelling the composition-
ality and clustering of task representations [14, 8],
which allowed us to understand from a bottom-up,
purely mechanism-driven way how different tasks
group together. This project was designed as a
first stepping-stone towards a larger goal of creat-
ing a mechanistically based cognitive ontology, us-
ing neural networks as the medium for an effective
mapping between cognitive paradigms and its rep-
resentations without relying on predefined cognitive
processes. This approach has the potential for pro-
viding a radically different understanding of the re-
lationship between brain networks and cognition.

2. Methods
2.1. The Dataset

For the purpose of training and testing the model,
a dataset was generated with 2000 trials covering 6
tasks that the model was intended to learn: The Go
Task, the Anti Go Task, the Memory Go Task, the
Memory Anti Go Task, the Reaction Go Task, and
the Reaction Anti Go Task. The aforementioned
were based on tasks described in the work of Yang
et al. [14].
Each trial was composed of two separate matrices -
the input matrix, which was fed to the model, and
the output matrix, which was employed to evaluate
the models prediction and define the error function.
Independently of the task of the respective trial, all

input matrices have the dimension 71 by 600 and all
output matrices have the dimension 33 by 600. The
matrices lines represent nodes and the columns rep-
resent time-steps. If each time-step is considered to
last 10ms, then each trial has a reasonable duration
of 6 seconds. The input signal (71 x 600) can be de-
composed into 4 different aspects the rule signal,
the fixation unit and the two modalities. The rule
signal corresponds to the first 6 nodes and is im-
plemented as a one-hot vector (in which one value
is expected to be 1 and the rest to be 0) to rep-
resent which one of the six tasks is being executed
in a given trial. The rule signal is constant across
every time-step of a trial. The 7th node represents
the fixation unit a binary value that cues when
and whether the model should react to the stimu-
lus or not. Across time-steps, if the value of the
unit is 1, the model should not react and should
maintain fixation. When the value drops to 0, this
signals that the model should react to the stimulus
according to the task (i.e., consistent with the rule
representation). The latter 64 nodes represent two
separate modalities of 32 nodes each. Each modal-
ity can display an arbitrary signal, by activating one
of its 32 nodes. In the original paper, from where
this projects tasks are modelled, they proxy rodent
behavioural tasks, with the inputs representing a di-
rection in a circle that a rodent should take in order
to collect its reward [14]. In a similar way, the signal
can represent the direction to which the behavioural
response should be executed. It is in modality one
or modality two that the stimulus, to which the
model should react, is represented. There is only
one stimulus per trial and its duration depends on
the task in hand. It is important to note that the
need for both modalities instead of just one arises
from the next stages of the project in which new
tasks will require the model to discriminate between
stimuli in each modality. In order to maintain the
dataset structure, it was defined to already account
for these new tasks. To simulate noise in underly-
ing neural representations, the input matrix is com-
bined with additive Gaussian noise (i.e. N (0;0.1)).
In total there are Nin = 1 + 6 + 32 ∗ 2 = 71 input
units.
The output signal (33 x 600) is a one-hot vector
representation of the desired action of the model. It
is divisible into two components the fixation unit
and a 32-unit reaction output. As with the inputs
fixation unit, the outputs fixation signal sets a uni-
tary value for when the model stays put (fixates)
and drops to 0 to react in a given direction. In a
computational sense, it allows the model to have
an output signal even when it is not required to re-
spond. The reaction output is structured similarly
to the inputs modalities and it corresponds to the
input representation where the model should define
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the response to the stimulus when the fixation is
dropped. In total there are out = 1 + 32 = 33 out-
put units.

Figure 1 depicts an example of a Go Task trial
that serves as both input and output for the ANN.
1.a refers to the Rule signal which indicates which
of the 6 trials is being considered, in this case unit
0 (i.e. Go task) is on throughout the trial. 1.b in-
dicates the input of the fixation unit. It falls to
zero when the model is expected to react. 1.c sig-
nals the expected output of the fixation unit. The
model is expected to mimic the fixation unit, in or-
der to understand when it should react. 1.d refers
to the input modalities, which consist, each one,
of a 32-vector input per time step that simulates
the direction of the stimulus. For this project, only
one modality has a signal for each trial. 1.e repre-
sents the expected output signal, the direction the
model should take for a given trial, depending on
the task. In this case, the model is expected to fol-
low the stimulus in modality 1, when the fixation
reaches zero.

Figure 1: Representation of the dataset provided to
the model for a trial of a Go Task.

2.2. The Tasks

In choosing the learning tasks for the model, three
aspects were taken into consideration: each tasks
commonality across neurophysiological studies, its
simplicity for posterior analysis and the flexibility
to allow the same input dimensions for different
tasks. Based on the work by Yang et al. [14], 6
tasks were chosen and implemented that included
variants of saccade, inhibitory control, parametric
working memory, memory-guided response and re-
action time.
All tasks have the same input and output dimen-
sions, as described in Section 2.1 so what differen-
tiates between tasks is the rule signal and how the
stimuli are expressed across the modalities of the
input and the expected reaction to the stimulus in
the output. For each task only one dedicated unit
could be active in the rule signal, as was previously

explained. In order to assure reproducibility and
to facilitate posterior analysis, the random values
in each trial are registered and saved (these include
the duration of the stimulus, the time of reaction or
the task being covered by the trial).
The Go Task, which could be described with the
instructions: react in the direction of the stimu-
lus when the fixation stops, is a fundamental com-
mon across many behaviour tasks [4]. In the present
dataset, the stimulus is randomly assigned an input
representation in one of the two modalities. When
the stimulus disappears, the fixation stops, and the
model is supposed to react in the direction of the
stimulus (one of the 32 units).
The Anti Task can be described as: react in the
opposite direction of the stimulus when the fixation
stops. This involves an inhibitory reaction from the
participant, not directing their gaze in the direction
of the stimulus [9]. The task is the inverse of the
Go Task as the expected reaction should be taken
to the opposite direction of the original stimulus.
The Delay Go Task can be described with the
instructions: memorize the direction of the stimu-
lus and react to it when the fixation drops [5].This
type of cognitive task would only be solvable with
a model with some form of memory of past events,
such as the LTSM recurrent network presented here
(see Section 2.3).
The Delay Anti Task is the inverse of the previous
task, being described as: memorize the direction
of the stimulus and react in its opposite direction.
Unlike the previous task when the fixation stops,
the model should react in the opposite direction to
the memorized stimulus. The Reaction Time Go
Task is similar to the Go Task but the reaction
to the stimulus should be taken as fast as possi-
ble, while the fixation never drops, the moment the
stimulus is detected.
The Reaction Time Anti Task can be described
as: react in the opposite direction of the stimulus,
as fast as possible; as with the React-Go task, the
fixation signal never drops to 0.

2.3. The Model

The following image is a pictorial representation of
the model that was developed for this project with
the goal of solving 6 cognitive tasks with temporal
dependencies.

After building the dataset, the deep Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) structure was defined and
implemented using Keras , a high-level neural net-
works API with TensorFlow as its computational
backend. The basic recurrent unit applied was an
LSTM, as it is able to maintain information for
longer periods than regular recurrent units and
store a cell state, simulating the networks memory
storage. Overall, the software architecture involved
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Figure 2: The proposed neural network architecture. The model is composed by two densely connected
LSTM layers and a third dense layer that, after a softmax activation outputs a vector of size 33.

the use of 4 specific Python packages (i.e. keras,
numpy , sklearn , and matplotlib). The entire
model was trained end-to-end from the dataset
created for the project. Most of the models hyper-
parameters were chosen using empirical heuristic
methodology. The model was trained with a first
layer of 256 LSTM units, a second layer of 128
LSTM units and a third dense layer with a softmax
as the activation function.

The model was fully interconnected between lay-
ers 1, 2 and 3 with 537,249 weights, all of which
were trained using a categorical cross-entropy loss
function (Equation 1), where q is the approximate
distribution and p is the real distribution. The opti-
mization function corresponds to the minimization
of the sum of the loss functions across every time-
step j and trial i of a given batch. Each batch was
composed of 64 randomly chosen trials Equation 2.

H(p, q) = −
∑
n=x

p(x)log(q(x)) (1)

Minimize
∑
n=i

∑
n=j

H(pi,j , qi,j) (2)

In order to effectively train the model, the Adam
optimizer method was used, a type of stochas-
tic gradient descent, with the parameters following
those proposed by the seminal paper of Kingma and
Ba [6]. The learning rate used was 0.001 with a de-
cay rate for the 1st and 2nd moments of 0.9 and
0.999 respectively.

2.4. Model Analysis
After successfully implementing the model to
correctly learn the six cognitive tasks, it was this
projects intention to understand the mechanisms
used by the model to correctly solve the tasks,
based solely on the input it is given. Towards

this goal, a number of analyses on the models
activations, parameters and unit variance were run
on Python.
Understanding how the activation for each layer
varied according to the different variables present
in the dataset (i.e. task, moment of reaction, delay
period, stimulus duration) is a multidimensional
problem. Therefore, t-distributed stochastic neigh-
bor embedding (t-SNE), an algorithm that allows
representation of high-dimensionality data in two
dimensions [11], was applied to the model while
solving the testing set. A variance study was also
conducted to study the importance of each unit for
the correct execution of different functions required
in each task.

3. Results
The first experimental objective was to successfully
train a model to perform 6 different cognitive
tasks. This objective was achieved with a general
accuracy of 93%. The dataset on which the models
were trained contained 2000 trials, divided into
a training set of 1600 trials (i.e. 80% of the full
dataset), a validation set of 200 trials assessed at
the end of each epoch, and a testing set containing
200 trials, to define how the model generalizes for
values not seen before.
The accuracies for each of the tasks are reported on
Table 1. Comparatively, the model underperforms
on the Reaction Time tasks. It is also notable how,
for the other 4 tasks, the accuracies on the 200
trials are alike, with special emphasis on the Go
and Anti tasks (i.e. 85.9% and 85.8% respectively).

3.1. Model Analysis
To characterise how each layer contributed to the
model performance, the different layers activations
were analysed with the non-linear dimensional-
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Accuracy
Go

Task
Delay

Go Task
Reaction Time

Go Task
Anti
Task

Delay
Anti Task

Reaction Time
Anti Task

Model 5 85.9 86.3 61.3 85.8 87.1 71

Table 1: Model 5 accuracy for the different tasks learned.

ity reduction technique, t-SNE [11].The trials are
colour labelled by the different variables that the
model was hypothesized to have to learn for cor-
rect performance (i.e. the task, time the model
should react, delay period between stimulus and
reaction and duration of the stimulus). Through
this method it is possible to analyse both the fi-
nal outcome and the activations of the inner layers,
including the cell states of the LSTM units. It is
evident from the Figure 3.a, that there is a signifi-
cant similarity between trials of a given task across
the cell states of the first layer of the LSTM. The 6
clusters are grouped by the task being performed,
which demonstrates how the model represents how
different tasks relate to different expected reactions.
It is also evident from Figure 3.b that trials are or-
ganised by when the model has to react, with later
responses occupying the distal region of each cluster
and the earlier ones being represented in the prox-
imal regions. This is consistent with the cell state
of the first layer which allows the information to be
retained with minimal losses between time steps, al-
lowing for its later retrieval.
The t-SNE applied to the output activation pat-
terns of the first LSTM layer (Figure 3.c and Figure
3.d) highlights a similar result, which is expected as
the layer is directly influenced by the values of the
cell-state. Despite this, there is no clear distinction
between task representations, with some tasks ap-
pearing more overlapping (i.e., Go and Delay Go
tasks and the Anti and the Delay Anti tasks). Fur-
thermore, there is an apparent symmetry between
both Go/Anti tasks and Delay Go and Delay Anti
tasks, an interesting result as the tasks behave sym-
metrically (i.e. the Go task should react towards
the stimulus and the Anti task should react against
it). Both Reaction Time Go and Reaction Time
Anti tasks are representationally distinct from each
former, an outcome present throughout Section 3
and that will be addressed in the Section 4. Figure
3.d delineates a clearer representation of a gradient
suggesting when the model intends to react.

To help us better understand the importance of
each unit for the correct execution of a given task,
the variance of each models units was studied across
trials for a given task. Each trial is composed of 600
time-steps with varying time of reaction and stim-
ulus period. The moment chosen for the variance
analysis was locked to 10 time-steps after the model
was expected to react (Tgo); this allowed for the ac-

tivations to settle into the correct response signal.
High intra-task variance is expected to reveal the
units responsible for functions such as the moment
of reaction or the direction of the reaction (i.e. vari-
ables that change between trials of the same task).
The results obtained are depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Variance of each first-layer unit across
each task

The Reaction-Time and the Anti Reaction-Time
tasks display a higher variance between trials along
the units of its first LSTM layer. This finding agrees
with the t-SNE representation that displayed the
two tasks further from the rest. Due to the high
variance present in both Reaction Time tasks, the
lower variance for the units in other tasks are not
visible. It is apparent that some units (e.g. units
28, 224, 227 and 231), display a function that is
common across every task.
Subsequently, the variance of the node’s activations
across every trial is compared, independently of its
task, to the variance between averages of the task
specific trials. This allows us to quantify how each
node relates to the desired outcome, as a node with
a greater variance across trials has a more signif-
icant role on the final output than one with lit-
tle variation. Also, by observing how the variance
changes between different tasks, it is possible to dis-
cover whether a specific node is responsible for a
function common to every task (the variance across
task-averaged trials would be low), or alternately,
for a function that is directly responsible for dif-
ferent aspects of a specific tasks (higher variance
between task-averaged trials).
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Figure 3: Four t-SNEs plots, each representing 200 trials as scattered points relating to Model 5s first
layer. a: cell state activations across time with the colour label of the respective task. b: cell state
activations across time with the colour label of the moment of reaction (Tgo). c: LSTM cell output
across time with the colour label of the respective task. d: LSTM cell output across time with the colour
label of the moment of reaction (Tgo).

For the first layer of the model, although most of the
nodes display little variance, some display a clear
variation of the value outputted from the first layer
of LSTMs to the second layer. The most notewor-
thy ones are, in descending order, units 28, 160 and
93 with variance of σ2 = 0.466 σ2 = 0.427 and
σ2 = 0.424 respectively. As expected, the general
variance of the nodes decreases when the compar-
ison between 6 examples (one for each task aver-
aged across trials) are considered. There is also
an abrupt decrease in variability of unit 28 from
σ2 = 0.466 (the highest in the first analysis) to
σ2 = 0.142 significantly lower than the variance for
unit 93 and 160 σ2 = 0.282 and σ2 = 0.312 re-
spectively. It is reasonable then, to consider that
unit 28s function is related to something common
to every task.

3.1.1 Removal of unit 28 from the first layer

Unit 28 from the first layer of the model displayed
interesting patterns of activations. The variance
displayed across trial activations exhibited a
significant magnitude between tasks, with special
emphasis on the Go, Delay Go, Anti and Delay
Anti tasks. To further understand its effects
on the overall output of the model, the unit
was eliminated by reducing its weights to zero.
The model was subsequently analysed on the dif-

ferent tasks and the accuracy is displayed in Table 2

It is evident a clear decrease in overall accuracy
from 93% to 49%. This drop is supported by a
decrease of accuracy in all tasks but the Reaction
Time Go and Reaction Time Anti tasks. These
two have nearly reported the same percentage of
accuracy with and without the 28th unit from
the first layer. The largest drop in accuracy is
verified in the Delay Go task (i.e. from 86.3% to
36.9%). The model is composed of 384 units so the
impact of a single unit in the overall accuracy is
remarkable.
With the goal of further analysing the effects of
the elimination of unit 28, the model outputs were
compared to the original model with special focus
on the tasks where accuracy dropped heavily.
The analysis made clear that without unit 28 the
model was not able to follow fixation before the
expected reaction. The altered model reacts to
the stimulus the moment it is shown, resulting in
a lower accuracy in the Go, Anti and Delay tasks
and, logically, not affecting the Reaction Time
tasks as they do not depend on the fixation input.
In summary, for the first LSTM layer, unit 28
displays importance across every trial that requires
to follow fixation, which is not the case for units 93
and 160 which appear to be only relevant for the
correct solution of the Reaction Time tasks. These
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Accuracy (%)
Go

Task
Delay

Go Task
Reaction Time

Go Task
Anti
Task

Delay
Anti Task

Reaction Time
Anti Task

Model without
unit 28

46.1 36.9 60 44.1 41.4 71.2

Table 2: Accuracy for the model with unit 28 from the first layer removed on the different tasks learned.

units have relatively transparent functional roles,
whereas other nodes are also functionally involved
despite not varying their activations a lot between
trials. This would be the case for units responsible
for functions common to every trial (e.g. related
to the fixation unit; regard stimulus direction).
The second LSTM layer presents more significance
for the desired output as expected, although most
node variance seems to be accounted for intra-task
purposes as it decreases to close to 0 when only
variance between tasks is accounted for.

4. Discussion
4.1. Interpreting the model
By comparing different model structures, this
project was able to find a model architecture that
successfully generalized for new examples without
overfitting the training data (i.e. low bias and vari-
ance). The model accounted for a high number of
trainable parameters (i.e. 537,249), mainly due to
the number of variables between trials of the same
task, such as stimulus direction and moment of re-
action. This also allowed the model to obtain low
variance without using regularization methods. De-
spite this, the high number of weights and units
made the model analysis difficult.
The study of trial representations on both layers
revealed the expected outcome the first layers acti-
vations displayed a clear task clustering and a gra-
dient variation on the moment of reaction while the
second layers activations across trials were more dis-
similar and did not appear to cluster significantly.
The variance of unit activations across trials is also
more dominant on the second layer than on the first.
Both results are justified by the second layer acti-
vations depending directly from the output of the
first layer with each unit connected to every unit
from the previous layer.
Due to the previous outcomes and the first layer
being connected directly to the models input, it is
possible to assert that the first layer allows for a
clearer interpretability of each units function. The
first layer appears to display an objective represen-
tation of the different modelled variables, with its
units representing clearer roles in the overall solu-
tion (as is the case of unit 28). The second layers
interpretation is more challenging as the variables
do not match the layers representation and the dif-
ferent processes result from the influence from dif-

ferent units, which also contribute to more than one
function. Therefore, the first step to fully under-
stand the underlying computational mechanisms of
how the model captures each type of task is to ex-
amine the first layer.
These mechanisms display a resemblance to the
brains functionality representation where the so-
matosensory periphery of the brain allows for a
one-to-one mapping between regions and basic func-
tions, but central areas are more difficult to inter-
pret as functions and regions display many-to-many
mappings and a single structure might not relate to
an objective function [10].

4.2. The curious case of the Reaction Time tasks

Out of the six cognitive tasks the model learned,
there was a clear distinction between how the model
processed the RT (Reaction Time) tasks when com-
pared to other tasks. Analyses on the trial repre-
sentation using the t-SNE algorithm for the first
layer revealed that trials clustered according to the
tasks and that the activations for trials of RT tasks
greatly differed from the other tasks both on the cell
state and on the layers output. Besides this differ-
entiation, the variance analysis concluded that RT
tasks activations for the first layer varied greatly
across the 256 units relatively to the other tasks.
This allows the assumption that the model has
greater ease on solving the four other tasks, as the
trials in a given task do not change their activations
by a large margin to successfully account for the
intra-task variability (i.e. moment it should react,
stimulus direction). This assumption is supported
by the models accuracy which is 20% lower for the
RT tasks than for the other tasks.
There are ultimately two differences between the
RT tasks and the other four. These are the neces-
sity to respond from the first iteration without any
interval to interpret the stimulus and the require-
ment to ignore the fixation input which stays on
for the whole trial and, contrarily to other tasks,
does not convey the moment to react. Both differ-
ences should account for the change in representa-
tion. This work established the role of unit 28 for
the trailing of the fixation input. Therefore, it can
be assumed that this unit and other units that con-
tribute to the execution of the fixation input mostly
need to be ignored, resulting in an essentially dif-
ferent activation map.
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Despite the higher variability present in the sec-
ond layer of the model for every task, both RT
tasks present high variance for a larger number of
units but lower variance in some specific units (e.g.
unit 20). These results are senseful as the first
layer, which depicts higher variance across units, is
densely connected to the second layer resulting in
variance transmission. It is possible that the units
with lower variance are a result of the model learn-
ing to deactivate units that are responsible for func-
tions not involved in the RT tasks.
In conclusion, as the RT tasks are currently mod-
elled, they present little relation to other tasks,
which does not resonate with the brains interpreta-
tion of RT tasks. They also appear to be unreason-
ably complicated for the models execution, result-
ing in the need to recruit a large number of units
and a lower accuracy rate. A different approach to
the modelling of the task should be considered in
the future, which might result in a simpler model
that as the other four tasks might require a lower
number of units to represent successfully the appro-
priate outcome.

4.3. The functionality of unit 28

Out of all the units analysed, unit 28 from the
first layer stood out due to its high variance across
non-RT tasks. In fact, when studying the variance
across all trials and doing the same study without
regarding RT tasks, unit 28 was one of the few
whose variance remained virtually unchanged. It
was possible to assert that its function related di-
rectly to a process not required by the RT tasks.
Furthermore, the decrease in variance when study-
ing the values averaged across each of the tasks, al-
lows the assumption that unit 28s function regards
a process similar to every task, as the averages of
variances reported similar results. In order to better
assess unit 28s functionality and understand how it
might influence the general outcome of the model,
its weights were set to 0 (effectively lesioning it). Its
importance for the models success was immediately
asserted, as the overall accuracy dropped to 49%.
In comparison, the removal of another random unit
resulted in a decrease of only 2% when compared
to the original model. By assessing how the model
fared in each task separately, in became clear that
the performance on the RT tasks remained virtually
unchanged. In contrast, every other tasks perfor-
mance was heavily diminished by the units absence
with the Delay Go task decreasing its accuracy by
49.4%. The output of the model revealed the direct
impact of the units removal the model failed consis-
tently to follow fixation and regarded the stimulus
from the moment it was presented. As the Go and
Delay tasks success depends on the model only re-
acting to the stimulus when the fixation input is set

to zero, the inability to maintain this capacity re-
sulted in the drop in accuracy on the overall model.
Using the traditional cognitive ontology, unit 28
seems to control the models inhibition system or
sustained attention, allowing the model to wait for
a go signal to define when it should react and re-
sponding preemptively when this system is off. Re-
sponse inhibition is a well-documented cognitive
process that allows an individual to control their
behavioural responses and impulses. In the brain,
the process is associated with the prefrontal cortex,
caudate nucleus and subthalamic nucleus [1], and
damages to these regions result in a lack of con-
trol similar to the behaviour observed by the unit-
less model. Despite the complexity of the inhibitory
system in animals not being comparable to the com-
plexity of a 2 layered artificial neural network, the
understanding of this process in the artificial sys-
tem will express a mechanistic solution to inhibi-
tion control and might provide hypothesis for the
biological system.
Unit 28 has a clear role in the models outcome but
there are certainly other units that contribute to
the following of the fixation input. Furthermore,
there are other units, such as unit 93 and 160, that
exhibit high variance across trials and report a func-
tion apparently associated with a process common
for every trial of RT tasks. This is not the general
case and most do not have transparent functional
mappings, with a large number of units in the first
layer reporting low to no variance. This does not
mean that they have no function, as the model ap-
plies backpropagation while learning to maximise
every units contribution to the final outcome. What
is certainly the case in most of the tasks functions is
that their processes are distributed across a number
of different units, each contributing to the correct
execution. This process of cooperation is common
in trained ANNs and is also displayed in brain struc-
ture as the processes depend not on a single region
but on networks of brain structures.

4.4. Biological comparisons and limitations
This project serves as a first step towards a higher
goal of simulating the brain mechanisms in solving
cognitive processes. Despite this, it is still hard to
draw a clear parallel between the artificial model
and the biological system.
There are a number of explanations for a lack of
representations for the computational and neural
description. The most intuitive one would be to
disregard the artificial model as a bad proxy for
the brain. Although this is a possibility, there are
some other considerations that should be taken
into account.
The dataset that serves as input and output for
the model to learn the cognitive tasks might not
represent correctly the given cognitive processes,
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despite being influenced by the work of Yang et
al. [14]. They tried to model the interaction
between an animal and the environment when
solving these tasks in a simplified manner so that
the information could be provided to the artificial
model. If so, a different task setup might result in
a more significant correlation between models.

There might also be a lack of representation
similarity due to the low number of cognitive tasks
being solved by the artificial model. The animal
brain is able to solve a number of cognitive tasks
and so, the brain is optimized to efficiently solve
each of them. By using a larger number of cognitive
tasks, the model will be forced to optimize its
parameters for different processes, resulting in
compositionality of tasks and, possibly, in higher
similarity to equivalent brain mappings.
Furthermore, although the model is supposed to
represent a simplified version of the brain, there
are significant structural dissimilarities that can be
addressed. The layers in this model are densely
connected (i.e. each unit connects to every unit
of the following layer), which is not verified in the
brain. The supervised learning mechanism and
the backpropagation algorithm are not biologically
plausible and the artificial model does not account
for neural mechanisms such as neuromodulation
or spiking. It is also important to note that the
model does not intend to mimic directly neurons
or networks, but only the mechanisms used by
the brain despite of the level of analysis. Finally,
although backpropagation does not appear bio-
logically logical, the mechanisms the brain uses
to learn are still not fully understood and it is
impossible to tell if the backpropagation algorithm
does not present the same results as the brain
mechanism.

5. Conclusion
This projects main contribution is demonstrating
an ANN architecture capable of effectively solving
six cognitive tasks with an accuracy rate of 93% de-
veloped for this work. There is no literature avail-
able on using LSTM units to simulate multiple cog-
nitive tasks as this project does, allowing it to deal
with longer dependencies, retaining information for
a larger number of iterations, useful features when
solving cognitive tasks as most require the engage-
ment of working memory for its successful execution
in biological systems. On that note, LSTM units
characteristically store a memory value that is re-
currently passed along iterations called cell state.
This state is seen as a proxy of memory in biolog-
ical systems, so its analysis allows for interesting
conclusions.
In a more general manner, this work operates as a
first step towards mapping the artificial task rep-

resentation to its biological counterpart and con-
sequently, mapping the cognitive paradigms to the
brain networks activations and their implied mecha-
nisms. It is through understanding the mechanisms
behind cognitive processes that an effective cogni-
tive ontology can be built without disregarding any
level of brain studies. If, with further work, the dis-
similarities in representations of different tasks be-
tween the biological and artificial systems are still
present, the artificial model will, nonetheless, con-
vey a successful mechanistic solution for the cogni-
tive processes, a concrete step towards demystifying
intelligence.

5.1. Future Work

This work opens way for further analysis and new
projects with the goal of better understanding the
artificial model and possibly, the brain. There are
several model optimizations that can be considered
when the model analysis is taken into account. The
RT tasks account for a disproportionate amount of
the models variance and so it should be considered
if its removal or substitution by different tasks in
the training set would require a smaller number of
units to be successfully trained. Furthermore, fu-
ture work could investigate how units would behave
mechanistically, by applying an analysis similar to
the one reported for unit 28. Another approach
could be to delineate a simplified version of the
RT tasks which would prove easier for the model
to learn.
As unit 28 was analysed attentively, there are a
number of other units that can have a significant
and transparent role for the models success. The
same method of analysis can be undertaken for dif-
ferent units and, ultimately, even the units whose
functions are more abstract or result in a small con-
tribution towards a given process, should be anal-
ysed and understood in order to fully map out the
models mechanistic solution for each of the cogni-
tive tasks. A more targeted weight analysis with
focus on the first seven input units (i.e. rule inputs
and fixation) may allow further understanding on
how each unit prioritizes its processes.
In order to avoid difficulties in drawing datasets
that would correctly simulate cognitive tasks, a
more reliable solution would be to collect fMRI
data of subjects solving the exact same dataset that
serves as input for the model. Psychlab [7] software
facilitates this process as it creates an open-source
virtual environment that can also be fed into a neu-
ral network, successfully replicating the same en-
vironment provided for both the user and the ma-
chine. Additionally, the model can be adapted to-
wards a more biologically plausible learning method
with reinforcement learning, where the model only
knows if it has successfully executed the trial when
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it is finished. Currently, with supervised learning,
the models weights are updated every time-step de-
pending on following the correct solution or not.
Finally, a larger number of cognitive tasks should be
considered and trained. The source code that gen-
erates the dataset was built to allow flexibility for
the user to implement different tasks allowing for
desirable reaction manipulation and two different
modalities that are paramount for multisensory or
decision-making tasks. The larger number of tasks
learned will force the model to efficiently allocate
units function, resulting in a mechanism that com-
petently solves cognitive processes.
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